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Reexamining the Classification of Viruses as Nonliving Based on their Evolutionary 

Patterns 

Abstract 

 Viruses are currently considered nonliving, acellular particles, and, as such, are 

not categorized under the three domains of life. This classification may be detrimental to 

viral research by limiting the resources invested and influencing the mentality of those 

involved. Classifying viruses as nonliving may make it difficult to see the viral influence 

evident in cellular evolution and regard viruses with the same evolutionary potential as 

cellular organisms. Existing data is inconclusive about the position of viruses in 

evolutionary history and the degree of relatedness between viral families. This is due to 

gaps in viral genome catalogues and the difficulties inherent in studying ancient 

evolution. Given the incomplete data set and the fact that viruses fall into a gray area 

when defining life, it may be necessary to examine the characteristics of living organisms 

and nonliving mechanisms and compare them to viruses. When examining current 

literature, the classification of viruses as nonliving seems incorrect when compared to 

their origins, evolutionary patterns, and characteristics. Viruses may then represent an 

evolved form of cellular life. There is little genome sequencing data, especially regarding 

ancient viral families, which makes constructing a phylogeny difficult. This data could be 

crucial to understanding viral origins and their connection to the cellular world. It is 

important that future research strives to collect a more comprehensive genome catalog for 

viruses and develop techniques to account for horizontal gene transfer and the rapid 

mutation found in viruses. Collecting accurate data may make it possible to examine 

viruses with a better perspective and open our minds when developing viral research.
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Introduction 

 Viruses are considered nonliving organisms by most biologists. There are several 

reasons, with the most common being their lack of transcriptional machinery. Viruses 

depend on their hosts for all their machinery and to produce most of their proteins during 

infection. Viruses carry proteins in their virions, however these proteins are used mainly 

for gaining entry into a new cell and do not usually have transcriptional properties. Based 

on these factors and the gray area viruses reside in when looking at definitions of life, it is 

far simpler to label viruses as nonliving. There is some difficulty in constructing a 

definition of life in that the criteria can be too vague or can be interpreted multiple ways. 

The most common definitions of life are based off the seven characteristics of life 

including maintaining homeostasis, organization, the ability to reproduce, growth and 

change, a metabolism, environmental responsiveness, and the ability to evolve. Viruses 

are borderline on several of the criteria, and they especially fall short on their ability to 

reproduce on their own and their lack of metabolism. Their dependence on their hosts can 

make it easy to place viruses in a similar category to plasmids, being evolved by their 

hosts and not as an independent organism. Other ideas label viruses as living organisms 

only within their hosts. This is since viruses have all the characteristics of life only when 

they are infecting the host, the external virion is considered nonliving. This represents an 

interesting compromise, but one that is not logically sound. A living thing cannot become 

nonliving, only to regain its status as living once it infects a host. 

 Many arguments attempt to consider viruses nonliving while granting them 

capabilities only observed in cellular organisms. Viruses are a special case and it may be 

necessary to examine them outside of the current definitions of life. Examining the 
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origins of viruses, along with their phylogeny, and comparing them to other nonliving 

mechanisms could provide insight and may indicate a need to rethink the criteria of life. 

If viruses evolve like cellular organisms and evolved from or with cellular organisms, it 

may be necessary to consider them living. 

Origin of Viruses 

 There are difficulties inherent in studying the origins of organisms and the 

mechanisms within them. Currently, there is no definitive answer for how life originated 

and, given the nature of cells and molecules, it is likely impossible scientists will be able 

to investigate these early remnants of life. To develop hypotheses about the origin of life 

scientists create phylogenies using modern cells and analyze the capabilities of these cells 

to determine what may have been possible. These same techniques may be used to 

investigate the origin of viruses. There is no definitive answer for where or how viruses 

originated, and the two questions share many of the same difficulties. Investigating the 

origins of viruses has some additional problems, because viral genomes can be heavily 

integrated with their host genomes and their classification as nonliving means their 

origins can be investigated in conjunction with the origins of cells or under a separate 

mechanism. There are currently four predominating hypotheses for the origin of viruses. 

These hypotheses are the virus first hypothesis, the endogenous or escape hypothesis, the 

regressive hypothesis, and the protobiont hypothesis (7). These hypotheses differ in their 

proposed method of viral evolution and the timing of their appearance on an evolutionary 

timeline. The differences proposed by these hypotheses have ramifications for how 

scientists consider viruses. Hypotheses like the virus first and regression hypotheses are 

based on the idea that viruses are a part of the cellular family tree. If this is the case, 
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viruses would either need to be reclassified as living or it must be assumed living 

organisms can evolve into or from nonliving particles. The escape and protobiont 

hypotheses do not incorporate viruses into the cellular family tree, and these concessions 

would not need to be made. This makes determining the most likely hypothesis or 

combination of hypotheses the first step in reexamining the classification of viruses. 

 The virus first hypothesis states that viruses evolved before cells and function as 

precursors to cellular organisms (7). Some proponents of this hypothesis assert that the 

last universal common ancestor, LUCA, may not have been cellular in nature, and instead 

existed as competitive proteins and nucleic acids contained by inorganic compartments 

(7, 12). This hypothesis explains some questions concerning how competing molecules 

evolve into compartmentalized organisms by hypothesizing they become isolated in 

independent compartments. It does not explain the homologous proteins found amongst 

membrane proteins from the three domains of life, given this hypothesis assumes 

membranes were evolved after the division between bacteria and archaea (7). Assuming 

this hypothesis was found to be fully credible, these organisms would not be considered 

viruses by modern definitions. By today’s definition, viruses can replicate only within a 

living cell. The nonliving, acellular organisms described by this hypothesis may be the 

ancestors to cellular organisms and viruses, but they cannot be called viruses themselves. 

 The escape hypothesis states that viruses are escaped cellular nucleic acid, usually 

in the form of plasmids or semi-autonomous chromosomes (7). This hypothesis gives 

viruses a polyphyletic origin, usually late on an evolutionary timeline. The polyphyletic 

origin described helps explain why no gene is shared amongst all viruses, and genes 

shared across diverse groups can be explained if the escape happened before the LUCA. 
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Plasmids as viral precursors also explains mechanisms found in both plasmids and in 

viruses like rolling cycle replication (13, 18). To explain homologous genes, this 

hypothesis relies heavily on the impact of horizontal gene transfer. HGT can explain 

genes found across viral groups when viruses take genes from their cellular host. This 

means viruses do not need to be related to share genes, they only need to infect hosts that 

carry the same genes. This explanation is not always represented by the patterns seen in 

viruses, and nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses, NCLDV, is a good example of this 

discrepancy (21). Members of this clade infect distantly related organisms, and yet, are 

described as members of different escape events (21). These viruses share homologous 

genes that cannot be explained by HGT and means they must be related before the 

divergence of their hosts. This hypothesis takes some steps to explain problems within 

viral evolution, however there are many gaps and this hypothesis is difficult to confirm 

given its dependence on HGT. 

The protobiont hypothesis asserts that viruses co-evolved with the first cellular 

organisms or their precellular ancestors (2). Another key aspect of this hypothesis is that 

viruses do not have a cellular stage in their phylogeny; they neither evolved from or 

evolved into cellular organisms (2). Viruses and the first cellular organisms would have 

most likely evolved together in an RNA based world (3). Competition between the two 

groups would have led to high levels of mutation and the creation of new genes and 

cellular mechanisms. This hypothesis helps to explain the hallmark genes that exist in 

viruses (13). With viruses existing before the LUCA, we would expect to see hallmark 

viral genes, genes shared across diverse viral groups with only distant cellular homologs, 

in viruses across the three domains of life. These hallmark genes are found in viruses 
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across all domains of life and are typically seen in genome replication, virion formation, 

and packaging. The best-known example of this is the jelly-roll capsid protein. This 

structure is found in viral groups spanning the three domains of life and its dispersal is 

echoed in Superfamily 3 helicase, UL9-like superfamily 2 helicase, Archaeo-eukaryotic 

DNA primase, etc. (13). These dispersal patterns are not easily explained by HGT and are 

much more likely to result from a common ancestor. Viruses existing before the LUCA is 

also important in explaining homologous genes found between diverse viral groups 

across the domains. Homologous genes are dispersed in much the same was as hallmark 

genes across viruses in the three domains of life. 

 The regressive hypothesis argues that viruses evolved from cellular organisms 

through reductive evolution (7). This hypothesis offers flexibility in the origin of viruses 

on an evolutionary timeline and allows for the polyphyletic origin of viruses. There is 

debate about whether hallmark functions and structures found in viruses are indicative of 

monophyletic origins or are the result of horizontal gene transfer, and this hypothesis can 

account for both of those scenarios. If viruses are polyphyletic, then regression may have 

happened many times resulting in diverse virus families without hallmark genes in 

common. Any genes found across diverse virus families can then be explained by 

horizontal gene transfer. When looking at viruses as a monophyletic group, it is assumed 

the viruses are reductive evolutions of the first cellular organisms. In this case, 

similarities across diverse virus families are derived from a common ancestor. The 

absence of these genes in some viruses can be explained as further reductive evolution 

whereas giant viruses can be explained by horizontal gene transfer from cellular 

organisms into viruses. 
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 Each of these hypotheses can be changed to better suit personal biases and in no 

way have conclusive evidence or arguments. Determining the most likely time frame for 

the evolution of viruses may make it easier to determine which is most likely. It has 

become widely accepted that the first cells lived in an RNA world around four billion 

years ago, where RNA was used as the carrier of genetic information as opposed to DNA 

(9). Assuming a RNA world, the question then becomes, how did DNA become the 

primary form of genetic storage? DNA is more stable allowing organisms to achieve 

greater genome lengths and DNA has greater ability for genome repair. Although DNA is 

a more favorable form of information storage, the intermediary transitions stages of DNA 

do not appear to have any evolutionary benefit for cellular organisms. If viruses co-

evolved with early viral cells, then they could provide an explanation for the evolutionary 

shift of RNA to DNA (7). Modern DNA viruses have been shown to alter their genome to 

become resistant to host nucleases, increasing their fitness and ability to avoid the host 

(25). Similar modifications may have occurred within early parasitic organisms. 

Ribonucleotide reductases convert the ribonucleotides found in RNA to 

deoxyribonucleotides (24). This transition would result in U-DNA and supported by the 

fact that dUMP is used to synthesize dTMP in modern cells (7, 24). This transition in 

viruses has an immediate fitness benefit whereas it would not show such extreme 

selection preferences in RNA cells. The next transition would be to develop thymidylate 

synthase activity which would produce modern DNA containing thymidine. It is assumed 

that the development of thymidylate synthase activity happened independently multiple 

times explaining the non-homologous synthase of ThyA and ThyX (17). Many DNA 

viruses encode their own ribonuclease reductase and thymidylate synthase which 
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supports this transition within viruses. Retroviruses also represent the intermediary steps 

of RNA to DNA evolution. They show how a virus with an RNA genome could use DNA 

intermediaries to circumvent the host. Cells could have evolved DNA through interaction 

with viral genes or by capturing DNA viruses (7). 

The advantage for parasitic organisms to evolve DNA and the remnants of this 

transition existing in viruses indicate that these initial parasitic organisms were likely the 

ancestors to viruses. Based on this, the most likely path for viral origins and evolution is a 

combination between the protobiont and regressive hypotheses. In this hypothesis, viral 

ancestors co-evolved with the first cellular organisms and may have evolved machinery 

typically found in cellular organisms. A possible explanation for their transition may be 

that they were less competitive with these cellular organisms and became parasitic as a 

result. This parasitism gave them an advantage in evolving DNA and over time they lost 

the machinery associated with cellular organisms, like ribosomes, and became modern 

obligate parasites. While there is currently no definitive way to determine viruses are 

ancient and evolved along with the first cellular organisms, analyzing phylogeny, the 

genetic connections between virus families and cellular organisms, and major 

evolutionary steps in cellular evolution can indicate whether this is a likely scenario. 

Determining Viral Phylogeny 

Creating phylogenetic trees for viral families proves difficult for several reasons. 

Some viruses incorporate their genomes directly into their hosts while others may 

indirectly introduce genes during their replication process and through HGT. This can 

make distinguishing between viral origin and cellular origin of genes difficult. The lack 

of clarity surrounding the origin of these genes can make it difficult to determine if 
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homologous genes reflect common ancestry in the case of a viral gene or horizontal gene 

transfer in the case of a gene with cellular origins. 

Genome sequencing is the standard method used in creating phylogenetic trees 

and determining ancestry and relatedness. It can be used to investigate relatedness 

between viral groups, however, it’s reliability can diminish when studying older 

relationships. Genome sequencing has been used to investigate NCLDV, and their 

relationships to each other and a common ancestor. NCLDVs all share five core genes 

and tend to share about fifty other ancestral proteins and genes (11). NCLDVs also tend 

to show higher levels of genetic overlap with cellular organisms, seen especially in giant 

viruses which contain genes involved in DNA repair, translation, protein folding, and 

polysaccharide synthesis (5). The relatedness between NCLDVs and the connection of 

giant mimivirus to cellular organisms makes them a good starting point for creating a 

viral phylogeny in conjunction with cellular organisms. Cells and NCLDVs use 

ribonucleotide reductase, discussed above as biosynthesis of DNA precursors, and these 

enzymes can be used for phylogenies. Phylogenies created using genes associated with 

ribonucleotide reductase support placing a viral clade branching from Eukarya and 

Archaea (4). The presence of ribonucleotide reductase would indicate that this clade 

contained ancestral DNA replication machinery (4). 

Unfortunately, genome sequencing is not necessarily a good mechanism for 

studying viral phylogenies. In addition to the issues of rapid genome mutation and HGT 

which can disrupt the clarity of the phylogeny, viral genome catalogs are biased and 

fragmentary with an emphasis on disease-causing viruses (22). When a conscientious 

effort is placed in diversifying a genome catalog of viral groups, it reveals new 
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evolutionary connections and can expand the understanding of the evolution of that group 

(22). The lack of comprehensive data has led to the investigation into different methods 

of creating and analyzing viral phylogenies. 

 Structure-based phylogenies examine the changes between protein structures and 

use them to create a phylogeny. Protein sites evolve at different rates depending on the 

function of the protein. Proteins involved in crucial and highly specific mechanisms tend 

to evolve very slowly and can be used to examine more distant ancestral relationships (6). 

Before examining phylogenies constructed using structure-based techniques, it is 

important to note that using this technique in viruses is not widespread. This is a fairly 

common technique in analyzing the relationships between bacterial families, and the 

technique appears to be applicable to viruses (1, 16, 27). 

 Structure-based phylogenies are best constructed from highly conserved viral 

proteins such as capsid proteins which have highly specific interactions. Comparative 

analysis between the sequence of homologous capsid proteins and their structure reveal 

that structure-based phylogenies are similar to those created by sequences (23). These 

homologous capsid proteins indicate a possible common ancestry for Retroviruses, 

Caulimoviruses, Pseudoviruses, and Metaviruses (14, 15). Although some viral families 

have homologous capsid proteins, they are diverse viruses with unrelated varieties (14, 

15). These types of relationships can be seen when looking at virus fold superfamilies. 

Examining these fold superfamily relationships indicate that viruses descended from 

ancient cells through reductive evolution (19). The evolutionary patterns shown by 

viruses resemble those seen in cellular life. These interactions indicate that viruses evolve 
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the same ways cellular life does, and that they are not evolved by life as some hypotheses 

state. Viruses evolve independently and of their own volition (19). 

 There are several issues with investigating viral phylogenies. Looking at sequence 

and structure-based phylogenies we can make connections between vast viral groups and 

create families, but it is difficult to determine when viruses evolved and whether their 

origin is mono- or polyphyletic. The main reason for these difficulties is the gapes in 

sequenced viral genomes. There are clear biases in the genomes that have been sequenced 

in favor of eukaryotic disease-causing viruses. There is a large lack of genomes from 

Archaea viruses and these gaps make it difficult to put together a complete picture. 

Viral Characteristics 

The gaps in the viral genome literature make it difficult to make conclusions 

using phylogenetic data. Without using data, it is necessary to critically examine viruses 

compared with both living organisms and nonliving mechanisms similar to viruses. 

Viruses are often compared to prions and prion disease. Prions, being composed only of a 

single protein, are acellular and do not have a metabolism or replicative mechanisms of 

their own. The argument is that viruses and prion are both dependent on their host for 

their survival to a degree that other obligate parasites are not. While this may be accurate, 

comparing the way prions evolve compared to viruses may give insight into whether 

assumptions made about one is applicable to the other. Prions involved in prion disease, 

PrPres, face selection pressures which select for the most stable form of the misfolded 

protein. The wildtype prion protein, PrPC, also faces selection pressures and anti-prion 

systems which work against the negative effects of prion disease (26). The selection 

pressures faced by PrPres have to do with their ability to retain their misfolded character, 
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misfold PrPCs, and evade degradation by the immune system. PrPres evolve when 

variants of the misfolded protein are present in an organism and face outside 

environmental pressures, allowing some forms to spread quicker than others (17). The 

variants are created when environmental pressures which are problematic to the exact 

duplication of PrPres and cause changes to the prions (17). The idea of proteins evolving 

without the need of nucleic acid is interesting and has some possible implications in prion 

research, however, this method is far different than the evolution observed in viruses. 

Viruses evolve through Darwinian evolution in the same way cellular organisms do. 

Some research looking into their evolutional patterns suggest that not only is the 

mechanism the same, but the relationships observed between viruses and each of the 

domains is the same as the patterns seen between any two domains (19). This would seem 

to indicate that, on an evolutionary gauge, viruses behave like cellular organisms. 

Plasmids are also compared to viruses frequently, and the escape hypothesis 

earlier discussed argues that viruses may have been escaped plasmids. One reason for this 

comparison is that viruses and plasmids share several proteins and features like rolling 

circle replication (10). Unlike prions, plasmids evolve using the same mechanisms as 

cellular organisms as they are a part of their host’s DNA storage, so this does not 

distinguish them from viruses. The main difference between viruses and plasmids are 

their independence from their host. Plasmids evolve with their host in the same way 

chromosomal DNA does, however, plasmid DNA is not a requirement for host survival. 

Plasmids carry extra genes that can confer an advantage, like antibiotic resistance, and 

alternative forms of genetic exchange. These functions are advantageous, but 

superfluous. If a cell is dividing under stress or lacks the energy and nutrients required to 
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replicate plasmids, then the resulting daughter cell may not contain a plasmid. Plasmids 

contain genes for the benefit of their cell and evolve within the cell in the same way all 

other components do. Viruses evolve for their own benefit and replicate despite any 

stresses their host may be under. Viruses are not evolved by their host any more than any 

cellular obligate parasite. The argument that viruses and plasmids can be viewed as 

nearly the same ignores which one, host or parasite, benefits from its presence. 

Prions and plasmids can offer insight into the functioning of viruses and cellular 

organisms, but they are functionally different from either group. Viruses function in the 

same way as cellular obligate intracellular parasites, however, they depend on their host 

machinery instead of bringing their own. While this is an important difference, it does not 

change the fact that viruses function the same as cellular organisms. Reaching a 

conclusion based on the information currently available is impossible. When analyzing 

the information we have, viruses represent a gray area between life and nonlife. 

Assuming viruses are distinct from cellular organisms may be limiting our perspective on 

their influence and limiting the data deemed important to take. Without opening a 

discussion on the possibility that viruses should be classified as living, it is impossible to 

consider their full potential and impact. 

Discussion 

 Viruses are difficult to classify as they fall in a gray area when using our current 

definition of life. When examining the various hypotheses regarding viral evolution, the 

most likely scenario appears to be a combination of the protobiont and regression 

hypotheses with viral ancestors being cellular organisms. These conclusions would 

indicate that viruses are likely ancient organisms which would be evolved from and 
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evolve with cellular organisms. If this was true, it may be necessary to reexamine how 

life is classified, because it is counterintuitive to label something that evolved from life as 

nonlife. To make concrete determinations regarding this hypothesis, data is needed. 

Phylogenetic data is very limited with regards to viruses, and the data currently accessible 

is biased against bacterial and especially archaea viruses. Phylogenetic data also points to 

viruses being ancient. An important point in the data are hallmark genes that are only 

found in viruses. These tend to be responsible for genomes replication, virion formation, 

and packaging (13). These genes are not adequately explained by the regression 

hypothesis and the virus first hypothesis does not work under our current definitions. The 

protobiont hypothesis in combination with the regression hypothesis best explains our 

current data on viruses and helps explain some major evolutionary steps. Viral ancestor’s 

possible role in these evolutionary stops, like the transition of RNA to DNA, also may 

indicate that viral ancestors are ancient and are likely before the split between bacteria, 

archaea, and eukaryotes. The regression aspect also helps explain why there are hallmark 

genes, but no genes common to all viruses. 

 There is limited data regarding viral phylogenies which makes it difficult to put 

together a full phylogenetic viral tree or place them on the tree of life. The gaps in the 

data are exasperated by horizontal gene transfer and the rapid mutation of viral genomes 

which makes definitive conclusions impossible. Many articles examining phylogenetic 

data can interpret the same data in multiple contradictory ways, and that is not conducive 

to the scientific process. The gaps in data is likely a symptom of the flippancy with which 

this topic is regarded given some believe defining life is unnecessary in this context. 

While defining viruses may not suddenly change virology, it is evident that labeling 
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viruses as nonliving has an effect, conscious or not, on the way viruses are discussed and 

studied. This label may be limiting the scientific perspective on viruses unnecessarily.  

 The current lack of data means that we must compare viruses to other nonliving 

mechanisms to determine whether viruses behave more like them or more like cellular 

organisms. Two mechanisms often associated with viruses are prions and plasmids. 

When examining the way prions evolve and function, the association between them is 

clearly superficial. Although they both cause disease and are considered acellular, prions 

manifest as a malfunction within the body where viruses are more obviously parasitic. 

The comparison between viruses and plasmids show more insight. They share genes and 

mechanisms which made hypotheses like the escape hypothesis seem probable and 

lessens the possibility of viruses as cellular life. A large distinction between viruses and 

plasmids is their purpose within the cell or host. Plasmids confer evolutionary benefit 

onto their hosts and evolve within their host in the same manner as all other host nucleic 

acid. They also sport the benefit of being nonessential and give the host flexibility. 

Viruses function as obligate intracellular parasites which evolve in response to their host 

much like any other parasite. The similarities between plasmids and viruses is likely a 

result of HGT and mixing of viral and host genomes. While these similarities may offer 

insight, it is shortsighted to take these relations as evidence without conducting further 

investigation. 

 Viruses cause some of the deadliest diseases in human history and, in recent 

studies, have demonstrated the capability to function as cures for other diseases. They 

likely influenced the evolution of all cellular life and are an integral part of life despite 

being classified as nonlife themselves. This classification makes them less autonomous 
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and lesser in our minds, even if it is unconsciously. This may hinder our ability to 

research them as it is easier to discount their influence. Even if this was not the case, 

there are clear biases in the viral genomes sampled which are not as evident in cellular 

life. In addition, some studies have found reasonable placements for some viral families 

on the tree of life, however, they do not place them since they are nonliving. These 

arbitrary restrictions place real restriction on research. Scientists are open minded by 

nature and avoiding investigating this topic because of old definitions in contrary to that 

character. 
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